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neering to pave the way for new applications and business divisions in
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	Our vision is human-centered
automation, in which human

«

the fields of security technology and medicine. Well-known examples

and machine can work together

include our process for automated virtual document reconstruction and

closely, but also flexibly.

our robot systems for stroke rehabilitation.
Our expertise is embodied by two specialist departments and two work groups. The R&D work
performed in our Process Automation and Robotics department is aimed at an efficient use
of resources. Flexible cooperation between human and robot increases the resource efficiency
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worked line scan cameras. Finally, our portfolio is rounded off by a work group that is re-

Left: pi4 Workerbot – its

sponsible for the further development of exercise devices for stationary and remote medical

control system was devel-

rehabilitation (telerehabilitation).

oped at Fraunhofer IPK.
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Smart automation
Today, product ion aut om at ion is no longer gover ned solely by econom ic consider at io n s . In s te a d , s u s ta in able use of resources and t he eff ect s of dem ogr aphic change are becom ing key pr io ritie s . T h e P ro ce s s
Aut om at ion and Robot ics depar t m ent is t ackling t hese challenges using int elligent c o n tro l s ys te ms a s
w ell as advanced robot t echnology.

P ro c ess auto m ation an d R oboti c s

Automation as we know it is facing great challenges: ecologi-

 | Human-centered automation with COBOTs

cal aspects and the efficient use of resources are playing an
increasingly important role in the development of production

Where the capabilities of full automation are pushed to the

processes and systems. At the same time, differing customer

limit, the potential of human-centered automation is just

preferences are leading to a wide range of variants but a low

beginning. Instead of imitating human abilities, this approach

number of pieces per variant – a situation that requires flexible

aims to provide the best possible support for them. This is the

production methods. The complexity of the procedures as-

objective behind cooperative robots (COBOTs). These machines

sociated with these changes can be reduced by increasing the

relieve human operators of physically strenuous tasks, while

involvement of human cognitive and fine motor skills in the

granting them full control of movement. As a result, we get

production process. The effects of demographic change on the

automation systems of significantly reduced complexity that al-

labor market also need to be taken into account.

low for quick training and cost-effective full system solutions.

Solutions to this conundrum can be found in new, IT-based

 | Machining robots

automation technology, such as intelligent control systems,
and advanced robotics. We have over 30 years of experience

Industrial robots are increasingly taking on tasks that were

in this field. Our spectrum of expertise ranges from process

previously the domain of machine tools or specialized indus-

modeling and simulation tools and innovative kinematics

trial machines. We are carrying out research into robot-based

systems with new drive and control solutions, through to

milling, grinding and polishing. In addition to the manufacture

superordinate process control systems and technology for

of new parts, we are also focusing on repair processes, which

supporting operating personnel. Our specialties include force-

are particularly demanding in terms of procedure and process

controlled robot systems and human-robot cooperation. In

adaptivity. We are also promoting the increased use of robots

addition to production applications, our developments are also

in natural stone processing applications, both as a means of

used in handicrafts, medicine and rehabilitation as well as in

supporting stone-working machines and as a semi-automated,

the service sector.

power-assisted system for direct interaction with the stone
sculptor. Analyzing the potential uses and limits of robots in

 | Robots with feeling

machining tasks is one of our specialities.

Advanced control systems and sensors enable robots to adapt

 | Process optimization in complex systems

independently to changes in their environmental conditions.
We develop force and compliance control systems that allow

Recognizing interdependencies is an essential part of a holistic

them to react to deviations from the preset geometry or pro-

optimization process. However, in networked installations

cess – whether these are caused by the robot itself, the work

with a variety of heterogeneous individual systems – from the

piece or the work environment. Upgrading robots to »feeling«

machines to the IT infrastructure – it also represents a huge

The aim of process automation

machines opens doors to new areas of application, such as

challenge. We provide several different types of support for

and robotics is to make

assembly and testing tasks, where direct human contact was

this process, including tools that use data mining methods in

production processes energy-

previously required to guide the movement of objects.

production. Among other things, they can analyze the energy

and resource-efficient.

efficiency of production systems (energy data mining).
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Machines Learn to See
The abilit y t o process visual inf or m at ion is a basic requirem ent f or m any aut om at ed p ro ce s s e s . S in ce th e
ear ly 1980s, t he Secur it y Technology depar t m ent has been using innovat ive digit al im a g e p ro ce s s in g a n d
pat t er n recognit ion m et hods t o t each m achines how t o »see«. The depar t m ent has b e co me in te r n a tio n ally renow ned, m ainly due t o a sof t w are t hat vir t ually reconst r uct s t or n up docum en ts .

S e c urit y te c hno l o g y

The automation of industrial processes brought with it the

system is the ePuzzler, a software developed at IPK that uses

need to equip technical systems with visual capabilities. A

new image processing and pattern recognition algorithms to

machine can only work autonomously if it can »recognize« a

piece together scanned in fragments of paper to form com-

component, as well as its position and condition. Furthermore,

plete pages. The system uses an adaptive, non-deterministic

machine vision opens the door to applications that would

workflow to process a wide range of characteristics, such as

otherwise be inconceivable, such as optical inspection systems

the contour, color, writing and lines of the fragments.

that assess structures the human eye can detect only barely
or not at all. In addition to this, they operate in environments

 | From reconstruction to »repair«

where the safety conditions mean it would be irresponsible to
use human workers. Similar circumstances apply to measuring

As we continue to expand on the idea of virtual reconstruc-

and process control systems.

tion, the next logical step would be to use it on three-dimensional objects. The aim of this – especially in archeological

Our Security Technology department is a driving force behind

applications – is not simply to virtually reconstruct objects,

the development of image analysis systems. It was here where

but rather to use the result of a virtual 3D reconstruction as

we first developed learning methods for inspecting material

a template for an actual reconstruction. In future, we also

surfaces for quality assurance purposes, for controlling han-

plan to develop tools that will help archeologists with physical

dling and assembly processes and monitoring systems that

reconstruction. These include a »reconstruction robot«, which

ensure the safety of workers in hazardous areas. Since the

could be used to help reconstruct damaged facades or wall

1990s, we have opened up new fields by transferring produc-

mosaics. This will combine the expertise of both departments

tion engineering solutions to non-industrial applications. Since

of the Automation Technology division.

then, the department has become an internationally recognized player in the fields of image segmentation, character

 | Pattern recognition in digital worlds

and document interpretation, movement analysis, object
classification, and biometric recognition systems. For example,

Activities related to pattern recognition in digital media are

they have developed systems for vehicle recognition and per-

currently taking us back to our safety and security engineer-

sonal identification using biometric features.

ing roots. Tools for analyzing the content of photos and films
are designed to help investigators find illegal content on data

 | Automated virtual reconstruction

carriers and the Internet. By analyzing images from security
cameras and looking for patterns of movement that suggest

Fraunhofer IPK's most prominent application in the field of im-

aggression or fear, we can help to ensure safety in public

age processing is a technology that virtually reconstructs docu-

spaces. The algorithms developed for this purpose are also

ments that have been torn up or shredded. This allows the

of great interest in the media industry, for applications such

analysis of damaged archive material and pieces of evidence.

as the automation of time-consuming media analyses and

This system has been developed to allow us to read back over

detecting plagiarism.

Machine vision in practice:

files shredded by East Germany's State Security Service (Stasi).

recording depth informa-

However, the procedure could also be useful for a variety of

tion on a robotic arm

other applications. The heart of the virtual reconstruction
7
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E x p l orator y fie l d O pti c a l I nspe c tion

R ehabi l itation R oboti c s

Automated Quality Control

Relearning movement

In t he c ont e x t o f m a n u fa ctu ri n g , » q u a l i ty i s the c ondi ti on of a uni t i n terms of i ts s ui tabi l i ty to f ulf ill set

In Ger m any alone, over 200, 000 people a year suff er a st roke. The m ajor it y of t hem e xp e rie n ce p a rtia l

a nd pre de f ine d s p e cifi ca ti o n s « . I n th e e xpl oratory fi el d O pti c al I ns pec ti on, methods and proc edures are

par alysis or even a com plet e loss of volunt ar y m ot or f unct ion. The rehabilit at ion rob o tics w o rk g ro u p is

be ing de v e lop e d fo r s e n s o r-b a s e d te s ti n g of produc ts . Thes e methods are des i gned to tes t c on t inuously

developing robot - assist ed exercise devices t hat signif icant ly im prove t he r at e of succ e s s in n e u ro lo g ica l

w he t he r prod u cts me e t th e p re d e fi n e d s pec ifi c ati ons duri ng produc ti on.

rehabilit at ion t her apy f or relear ning m ovem ent abilit ies.

In modern manufacturing systems, it is often impossible to

quality inspection into the ongoing manufacturing process,

Neurological rehabilitation treatment for relearning movement

good results from the therapy. The device also has a built-in

separate production and quality assurance. To ensure that

with a high spatial resolution in the direction of movement.

abilities after a stroke, paraplegia or traumatic brain injury is

man-machine interaction system, which uses force-moment

complex product requirements are met and defective parts are

We are reknowned for our expertise in the development of

based on intensive movement therapy over a period of several

sensors integrated into the foot plates and intelligent control

detected as early as possible, we need to see quality control as

customized LED lighting with low total reflection and a long

weeks and months, sometimes even years. This therapy helps

algorithms to reduce the degree of support provided to

an integral part of the production process; one that is seam-

product life. Specially developed algorithms help us to inspect

patients relearn everyday arm, hand and leg movements such

match the patient's learning progress. An intelligent sensor

lessly integrated into production lines. In most cases, this is

even the smallest of defects on large surfaces with minimum

as walking and climbing stairs, gripping, eating, drinking,

data processing system provides new opportunities for online

only possible if individual manual product checks are replaced

hardware expenses. This process can reach inspection speeds

and writing. The arms and legs of the patient are repeat-

walking analysis, biofeedback and quality assurance during

by a sensor-based automatic inspection system. Such a system

of up to five meters per second, making it possible to carry

edly guided in natural motions so that the healthy areas of

rehabilitation.

also offers the advantage of allowing better documentation of

out quality control even on fast flow processes. The results are

the brain can successively learn how to control the paralyzed

the inspection process than a manual inspection.

continuously documented and archived.

extremities. Robot-assisted therapy exercise devices can relieve

 | Remote therapy support at home

therapists of heavy, monotonous physical work, while at the
Optical procedures play an important role in sensor-based

 | Ethernet-based multi-camera systems

quality control, as they are non-contact and offer the level of

same time increasing the intensity of the patients' therapy.

To ensure that patients at home continue to receive a similar

Clinical studies on patients treated using robot-assisted ther-

level of therapy to the one they receive at a hospital, we have

sensitivity required for many applications. Modern LED light

Fraunhofer IPK was one of the first institutions in Germany to

apy exercise devices show a greatly improved rate of success

developed solutions for remote-controlled movement therapy

sources provide an impressive level of adaptation for specific

use Ethernet-based multi-camera systems. The first available

compared to patients treated using conventional therapy.

based on intelligent, robot-assisted therapy exercise devices.

inspection tasks – for example, the available wavelengths al-

GigE line scan cameras can already be found in inspection sys-

low us to adapt the quality control process to suit the spe-

tems that our industrial partners have been using with great

cific materials inspected. If this is combined with the use of

success since 2005. In recent years, we have not only worked

standardized software and hardware interfaces, the recording

closely with our suppliers to improve the reliability of multi-

The robot-assisted walking simulator HapticWalker was

is made possible via an extended telemedical connection

systems can be integrated into the production automation

camera systems; we have also tailored our multi-camera sys-

developed at Fraunhofer IPK to aid people in learning to walk

between the patient and their doctor or therapist. Both par-

system environment with a minimum of effort.

tems for use in extreme conditions – e.g. using water-cooled

again. It is the first device in the world to allow patients to

ties can communicate with each other via the telerehabilita-

camera housings for inspecting red-hot components.

practice any conceivable walking movement, such as walking

tion system using video, audio and, for the first time, haptic

on a flat surface or climbing stairs, by providing full guidance

communication (force feedback). The system thus transfers

for the foot. The high dynamic response of the drives in the

the personal presence, aid and motivational support of the

The exploratory field Optical Inspection specializes in the

machine also means that, for the first time, disturbances in

therapist into the patient's home.

inspection of surfaces using line scan cameras. In many c ases,

walking, such as uneven ground, stumbling and slipping,

line scan cameras enable simple and efficient integration of

can be simulated as well. This is very important in ensuring

 | Inspection of surfaces using line scan cameras
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These telerehabilitation systems offer patients the opportunity
 | Learning to walk again

to receive remote support from a therapist in a rehab center
or local branch for the exercises they carry out at home. This

9

Projects Lighting the Way

P ro j e c ts

Proj ect w ork i n the Automati on Technol ogy busi ness di vi si on i s extremel y varie d. I t cov e r s t r a di ti onal tasks i n the fi el ds of process organi zati on, handl i ng and testi ng, and a l s o pi one e r s t he
transfer of automati on sol uti ons to a w i de range of non- i ndustri al areas. The bus i ne s s di v i s i on
has recei ved i nternati onal recogni ti on for vari ous proj ects, w hi ch i ncl ude:

1

2
1 |	Optical glass quality assurance

2 |	EnEffCo – Energy efficiency controlling in
automotive production

Compliance with a level of product quality agreed with

83,867

3

4

mm

the customer is an important requirement for production

Using existing production plants and supply systems in an

processes. However, since it is impossible to completely

energy-oriented way and reducing overall energy consump-

rule out typical glass defects (bubbles etc.) when manufac-

tion and costs – that is the aim of the joint project »Energy

turing technical glass, a high-sensitivity, reliable full inspec-

Efficiency Controlling using the example of the Automotive

tion is required for quality assurance purposes. Fraunhofer

Industry (EnEffCo)«. Fraunhofer IPK contributes to the project

IPK is working with Schott AG to develop equipment that

by developing analysis and modeling techniques for energy-ef-

will perform an automatic optical inspection of glass and

ficient process management. This includes methods and tools

can be integrated into the production process. In a transmit-

for modeling production processes, machines and systems in

ted light procedure, multiple cameras inspect the product

terms of the aspects relevant to energy efficiency controlling

from different angles before the material is divided into pack-

(energy-oriented process models), using data mining processes

ing quantities. This process reliably detects even the smallest

for the analysis of energy consumption profiles (energy min-

error and determines the size and position of it to allow for

ing), and calculating and evaluating alternative control and

safe assessments and discharge in accordance with predefined

process management strategies that are optimized for energy

quality criteria.

efficiency controlling of machines and plants.

3|

4 |	HapticWalker

Automated virtual reconstruction of Stasi files

In fall 1989, staff at the East Germany's State Security Service

Problems with motor functions following a stroke, paraplegia

(Stasi) began to destroy documents and surveillance dossiers.

or traumatic brain injury do not have to mean spending the

However, some determined citizens were able to get hold of

rest of your life in a wheelchair. Patients can learn to walk

the partially torn up, partially shredded documents before

again if healthy areas of their brain and spinal cord can take

they were completely destroyed. Since then, around 15,000

over the functions that have been lost. However, the patient

bags of shredded and torn up files, the contents of which are

must undergo months of exercise therapy under the manual

thought to be controversial, have been awaiting reconstruc-

guidance of therapists to relearn all their movements. To

tion and analysis. Fraunhofer IPK is drawing a great deal of

lighten the load on physiotherapy experts, Fraunhofer IPK has

attention by developing a pilot system that will initially be

worked closely with the Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin

used to virtually reconstruct the contents of 400 bags. Ex-

to develop the HapticWalker. The world's first robot-assisted

perts from a wide range of cultural and forensic fields are

walking rehabilitation simulator allows patients to train any

following the project with great interest. Until now, if pa-

everyday motion, from walking on a flat surface to climbing

per, papyrus or parchment were damaged, the information

stairs, stumbling, or slipping. The multi-award winning device

stored on it often had to be dismissed as lost. The work

is currently being evaluated in a range of clinical studies.

being carried out at Fraunhofer IPK will fundamentally
change this situation.
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consulting – research – development

WORKING TOGETHER ON YOUR SUCCESS

We o ffer a wid e r a n g e o f t a ilo r-m a d e s er vic es f or pr oc es s aut om at ion and opt im izat ion, from the

Innovat ion is vit al f or a com pany’s success. Only innovat ive com panies can succeed in e n g a g in g a s

d ev el o p ment a n d in v e s t ig a t io n o f n e w t ec hnologies t o t heir im plem ent at ion and s ys t em i ntegra-

t echnology leader s on t he global m ar ket . W it h our dist inguished t r ack record of pro ve n e xp e rtis e w e

ti o n fo r sp ec if ic a p p lic a t io n s . We h a ve m any year s of exper ienc e, es pec ially in t he aut omoti ve

develop i nnovat ive product s, t echnologies and m et hods and suppor t you in m ast er in g th e ch a lle n g e s o f

i n d u stry , ma ch in e r y a n d p la n t e n g in e er ing, and s ec ur it y t ec hnology.

t om or row ’s w or ld.

our servi c es

P artner A l l ian c es

O U R C U S T O M E R S B E N E F I T F R O M T H E F O LL O W I N G S E R V I C E P O R T F O L I O

W E O F F E R A B R O A D S P E C T R U M O F T y pes of P A R T N E R S H I P S A N D A LL I A N C E S

 | Technology and methods consulting

 | Developing prototypes

 | Industry projects

 | Cluster initiatives

Our focused technology consulting services help you identify

We develop new systems on behalf of our customers and

Research and development projects are an effective means of

The Fraunhofer Innovation Cluster »Secure Identity«, which

and make the right choice of future technologies.

help them with process integration. You can also benefit from

driving forward innovation in a company. We develop eco-

was founded in 2008, offers our partners new collaboration

our experience in turning prototype systems into marketable

nomically viable solutions on your behalf.

opportunities in pioneering areas of security technology. The

 | Potential analyses and surveys

Fraunhofer Innovation Cluster »Maintenance, Repair and

products.
 | Competence networks

We use product and technology-oriented feasibility studies,

 etworking
| N

 | Implementing new technologies

aims to build the foundation for a long-term cooperation and

We have an extensive network of partners in science,

sive expertise brought to bear on finding solutions to their

exchange of knowledge in the German capital region Berlin/

economy, government authorities and politics. These contacts

specific application-related problems, we cooperate with a va-

Brandenburg.

promote the constitution of strategic research and develop-

riety of other institutes and associations. We are affiliated to:

ment collaborations for our customers.

-- Fraunhofer Group for Production

you fully comprehensive technological expertise and support

 upport with national and international research
| S
and development projects

you in the realization and roll-out of novel technologies in
your own automated production.

We provide advance consultation for clients before entering
into collaborative research and help them to identify suitable

 | Optimizing automated processes

 | Strategic preliminary research

-- Fraunhofer AutoMOBILE Production Alliance

Our on-going, forward looking research and further development of our methods puts us in an excellent position to offer

between scientific, economic and state institutions, which
To ensure that our customers really do have fully comprehen-

market monitoring, and trend analyses to investigate and evaluate the inherent potential of technologies and products.

Overhaul in Energy and Traffic« (MRO) is another collaboration

-- Fraunhofer Alliance Water Systems (SysWasser)

New and further development of technologies and markets

-- German Academic Society for Production Engineering WGP

for the future is what independent, publicly financed prelimi-

-- International Academy for Production Engineering CIRP

nary research is all about. Our business partners benefit from

-- Scientific Society for Assembly, Handling and Industrial

the insights gained in such preliminary research.

Robotics – MHI e.V.

support programs and acquire the means needed to carry out
the project.

On behalf of our clients, we implement on-track process and
technology optimization that make your own automated pro-

V I S I T O U R E S T A B L I S H E D I N D U S T R Y W O R K S H O P S an d Conferen c es

cesses more efficient and flexible.
Our industry workshops and conferences are a forum for the exchange of views and experience between scientists, engineers,
and product users. They offer a place where you can talk directly about matters of theory and practice to our own experts and
the representatives of major companies and small and medium sized enterprises. The set of objectives such gatherings subscribe
to ranges from honing expertise and building cooperation networks to the initiation of joint application-oriented research projects and transfer of research results to the enterprise sector.
The key themes and issues addressed in the Industry

Our conferences will give you an insight into:

Workshops are:

-- Processes and systems for ensuring the identity of persons,

-- Virtual reconstruction technology and applications
-- Flexible automation with innovative robotic systems

products and intellectual property
-- Innovative technology for medical rehabilitation
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contact
You have quest ions regarding research a n d d e ve lo p me n t
in t he Aut om at ion Technology divisio n o r re q u ire fu rt her inf or m at ion on select ed research a re a s ? In th is ca s e
please address our cont act per sons. T h e y a re lo o k in g
f or w ard t o your call!

 | hea d of business d ivision
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jörg Krüger
Phone: +49 30 39006-184

Fraunhofer IPK – Your PArtner

I m print

Fax: +49 30 391-7517
joerg.krueger@ipk.fraunhofer.de

Fraunhofer Institute for
Production Systems and
The Fraunhofer Institute for Production Systems and Design Technology IPK and its business

Design Technology IPK

divisions – Corporate Management, Virtual Product Creation, Production Systems, Joining and

Pascalstr. 8-9

Coating Technology and Automation Technology as well as the exploration area Traffic Engi-

10587 Berlin
 | P ro c ess auto m ation an d R oboti c s

neering – are dedicated to applied research and development for industrial production. We develop methods and technologies for corporate management, product development, production

Phone: +49 30 39006-0

processes and the design of industrial plants and facilities. Our research centers on processes

Fax: +49 30 391-1017

Gerhard Schreck

that enhance productivity in terms of the development and realization of products and their

info@ipk.fraunhofer.de

Phone: +49 30 39006-152

integration in systems solutions. This includes such challenges as the design and realization of

www.ipk.fraunhofer.de

Fax: +49 30 391-7517

intelligent production equipment, its integration in complex manufacturing environments, and

gerhard.schreck@ipk.fraunhofer.de

its operational optimization. On top of this, we also develop novel applications in cutting-edge

Issuer

fields such as security and mobility.

Prof. Dr. h. c. Dr.-Ing.
Eckart Uhlmann

For 40 years now our international, interdisciplinary team of scientists, engineers and student

Tel.: +49 30 39006-100

assistants has driven application-oriented research and development for the benefit of our

eckart.uhlmann@ipk.fraunhofer.de
 | se c urit y te c hno l o g y

partners and customers. Along with our own in-house applied research, we also develop new
Interdisciplinary cooperation of the business divisions:

solutions in close collaboration with national and international

Editorial Staff

companies. We work together with our industry partners in

Katharina Strohmeier

turning our basic innovations into fully fledged functional ap-

Phone: +49 30 39006-201

-- Corporate Management

plications. Our approach covers the entire product lifecycle

Layout

Fax: +49 30 391-7517

-- Virtual Product Creation

– from the initial product idea and its development, layout and

Katharina Strohmeier

bertram.nickolay@ipk.fraunhofer.de

-- Production Systems

manufacturing through to product recycling and disposal. The

-- Joining and Coating Technology

processes and methods we develop are the hallmark of an all-

Photos

-- Automation Technology

embracing holistic approach. Our work combines sound eco-

Fraunhofer IPK: Gerold Baumhauer

-- Traffic Engineering

nomic principles and sophisticated technology with ecological

(6-1, 10-3, 14, 15-3), Konstan-

benchmarks such as sustainability and environmental friendli-

tin Heß (1), Angela Salvo (8),

ness. We are aware that our achievements rest in large part on

Katharina Strohmeier (10-1, 15-2),

the innovativeness and dedication of our team players. This is why we attach great importance

Institute (6-2, 9, 10-4); TU Berlin:

to the coming generation of creative scientists by promoting long-term training for specific

Martin Rosenstrauch (3, 15-1);

know-how for our core competencies in management, product creation, production processes,

Comau Deutschland GmbH,

and the design of industrial plants.

Robotics (4); pi4_robotics GmbH,
Berlin (2); Pixelio.de: Sokaeiko (105); Stock 4B-RF: Bernhard Manfred
(10-2)
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Dr.-Ing. Bertram Nickolay

